
Syed Haider Hassan
Islamabad, Pakistan
Cell: +92-334-8123456
Email: haideritx@gmail.com
GitHub: https://github.com/haider-pw
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/haider-pw

Objective
Seeking a software engineer position in an organization where I can give my best efforts in making quality
software products and contribute towards the growth of the Organization.

Professional Summary

− Having 12+ years of software development experience in both backend and frontend technologies.
− Hands-on experience in Core PHP, MySQL, Codeigniter, Laravel, Web Services, Javascript, Typescript,

CSS. Vue, Vue Storefront, Nuxt3
− Passionate about following the latest development standard & best practices.
− An excellent problem-solver, able to quickly grasp complex systems and identify opportunities for

improvements and optimization.

Skills

− Language: PHP, Javascript, Typescript, Vue
− Databases: MySQL, MS SQL Server
− Frameworks: Laravel, CodeIgniter, Vue Storefront 1.x, Nuxt 3
− Web Services: RESTful, SOAP, Oauth2, Postman, SoapUI
− API's: MailChimp, Twitter, Verixify, Facebook, Mangopay, Github, Bitbucket, Third Party API’s
− JavaScript: jQuery, Vue JS, Ajax, Data Tables, Kendo UI, chart.js and more
− CSS: CSS 3, Bootstrap, CSS2, Tailwind
− Source Control/Repositories: Git, Bit-bucket, GitLab
− Server: XAMP, WAMP, Apache, Laragon, mysql server
− Project Management: Jira from Atlassian
− Testing: PHPUnit, BDD, TDD
− Continuous Integration & Deployment: semaphore CI, Bitbucket Webhooks, Github Webhooks.
− Other: JSON, XML
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Employment History

Senior JS Developer and Team Lead (Vuejs) at TileMountain, Islamabad June, 2020 – Present
This is a UK based company, where a team of developers are working remotely on the

company product. Under this company I have worked on VueJS framework Vue Storefront, It's an
ecommerce application which our company is using as a frontend for Magento 2, I have worked on
various products of this company that are built on Vue Storefront application.
I am currently assigned as Team Lead, where while assigning my team tasks on JIRA and Clickup and
helping them out with issues and problems with vuejs is also part of my daily routine.
I also did set up a continuous Integration and deployments (CI/CD) for the Company for automating the
deployments and testing processes. Both for Magento and Vuestore.
Currently we are in process of migration to Vuestorefront2, that is based on Nuxt 3

Products :
− Bathroom Mountain https://bathroommountain.co.uk/
− Tiles247 https://tiles247.co.uk/
− Tile Mountain https://www.tilemountain.co.uk/
− Walls and Floors https://ww2.wallsandfloors.co.uk/

Background on Products:
The above products mentioned are based on vuestorefront 1.x, that is Vue 2. On the backend it's

connected to magento2. Vuestorefront 1.x utilizes the elasticsearch to improve its performance, where all
products are indexed in elasticsearch and frontend does not need to query magento everytime. This approach
not only improved user experience but also contributed to a more scalable and maintainable system
architecture.

Senior Software Engineer (PHP) at Creativetech Solutions, Islamabad May, 2016 – May, 2020t

Under this company i developed and worked in PHP frameworks (Codeigniter 3 and Laravel 5.4 /
5.5), Thou also did worked in different CMS such as created plugins in joomla, moved a ning site to
jomsocial with huge amount of data from ning to jomsocial with custom made scripts by me. Worked in
third party API’s such as mongodb, github, bitbucket, facebook etc also being responsible for keeping
servers working, had implemented the continuous integration and continuous deployment. I worked in
an agile environment using the JIRA application, and our continuous deployment is handled by the
semaphore and the application I worked on was on a live amazon aws ec2-elasticbeanstalk server.

Projects :
− Esic Directory (Codeigniter 3.0) https://esic.directory/

Developed a CMS in Codeigniter 3.0,
It's one of its kind as there are alot of features built on its back end.
Some of the common features.
- Page Builder (All Front end Pages have been built using that page builder).
- Listings of Investors/Companies are being managed on the backend.
- User/Role Management
- FAQ's are being managed.
- Questionnaires are being managed for Users (year wise), which are being asked on users during
registrations.
and much more.
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− Esic Directory (Weebly) http://esic.directory/
This site was not fully designed/developed by me. As weebly does not support PHP, and client

wanted to have dynamic pages, so I developed another application for our client and a script in javascript
placed in weebly pages. That script created an ajax call to our application (developed in Codeigniter), and
in return it gets dynamic pages which are being served on Weebly Site (esic.directory).

− Billfolda (Started on Laravel 5.4, Upgraded to 5.5)https://billfolda.com/
Product is still under process, This product is being developed under an Australian client with 8

members of the team, in which the team is developing platform where different investors can take part
in crowdfunding, placing their investments on offers (Ideas/Programs) and buying shares for it.

− Hairlista Inc (Ning to JomSocial)

http://www.hairliciousinc.com/

http://hairlista.com

Hairlista Site was Previously hosted by ning (https://www.ning.com/) and was the product of
ning.

The client wanted to develop this project from scratch in joomla (jomsocial), but also wanted to
move all the data to jomsocial from the previous platform.

So Hairlista Inc was again Design and Developed by me and my team members from scratch, but
before that i had to setup the grounds of development, setup the application and move all the data from
the ning servers to our jomsocial application.

For this i had to download the JSON files and Media files from the NING server, as ning service
does not provide access to its database, only provides JSON files and media files as a backup so i had to
work for it. Decoded the JSON files (a single file was in Giga Bytes), and created a script in PHP to import
the data and as well as the Media files (Images and Videos).
Was a huge task and was carried out smoothly by me. :)
However later minor designing tasks were being given to Jr Developers to carry on, so I could move to
other priority projects.

− Madcore Social

A Jomsocial Site,

Developed a Plugin to social login from Github/Bitbucket and After getting Logged In their Public

Repositories are being shown on their Profile Page, Where User can change to what Repositories needed

to be shown on the Page, and What should be kept private for their own eyes.

Senior Software Engineer (PHP) at Parexons, Peshawar Dec, 2014– May, 2016.

I joined this company as a Senior PHP Developer, and with time I got to the position of Team
Lead, where I have worked on a variety of projects from small websites to big products, some of them I
have mentioned below. Most projects/Products i have worked under this company were developed
under the Codeigniter framework with mysql database on backend. But i was not only limited to these
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frameworks and worked on wordpress, even worked once on a small issue of C# .NET, so it was
challenging working in an environment where I had to deal with project varieties.
Another role as a team lead I had to work with the internees and other junior developers, had to lead
them and utilize their efficiency in a manner that they could be productive for the company, by dividing
the existing project workload and assigning tasks to team members depending on their capabilities.

Projects :
− PRaHMIS (Codeigniter 3.x)

http://prahmis.com/

https://codecanyon.net/item/phims/14974225

PHIMS is old version, now new forked version is named as PRaHMIS (Patient Record & Hospital

Management Information System), has more modules and better look and feel.

Worked as a Team Lead, and Operational Manager. This projects started under my supervision with

name of PHIMS and did grow with time.

− Human Resource Management System (Codeigniter 2.x)

Worked as a Senior PHP Developer and a Team Lead, thou this project had already been started

when I joined in, and took this project to new standards by replacing old and adding new quality code for

efficiency, and developed some more modules for this product.

− Stytech (Wordpress)

http://stytech.net/

A Site developed in wordpress.

− Explorer
http://explorer-sa.com/

A site developed in wordpress

Senior Software Engineer and Designing Team Lead (PHPl) at
Smart Bakhtar Solutions, Peshawar

Jan, 2013 – Sep 2014.

Started Career in this company as a Senior Web Designer, and with time i got enrolled in PHP projects with
small PHP scripts, as i had a PHP background knowledge so utilizing that and working hard expanded my
boundaries to work on different JS libraries such as “Kendo.js”, “data-tables (with server side processing)”
alongside a new framework “codeigniter” in this company, and went on developing different applications.
with time passing by and my full attention and hardship, explored new areas using PHP and earned myself a
badge for senior PHP developer, and with that i had two different roles of “Designing Team Lead”, “Senior
PHP Developer”
Following Projects i have worked under this company.

Projects as a Web Designer Team Lead:
− Baran Hotel http://baranhotel.com/
− Khana-e-Noor http://ken.edu.af/
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− Bost University http://bost.edu.af/
− Afghan Folad https://afghanfolad.com/
− Smart Bakhtar(Company) https://smartbakhtar.com/ (Redesigned their site)
− Khana-e-Noor (MIS) http://safijustonline.com/Authorization/Login.aspx (Demo site, not an actual one)

Projects as a Senior PHP Developer:
− Zorkif ERP (Codeigniter 2.x)

ERP for Saudi Company, started as a PHP developer and with time got to the rank of Senior PHP
Developer with 4 different team members, handling different modules, the requirements and the flows
all were designed and provided to the team by the client itself, as client himself was a developer from
Saudi Arabia.

Internship & Web Designer at Telic Technologies May, 2012 – December, 2012.

Worked on different designs, Tools i had mostly used here Photoshop and Dreamweaver, it was the start of
my career. and technologies i have worked with HTML/CSS/bootstrap, created designs for variety of
websites, designed brochures, catalogues, PSD layouts for websites
During this time I was also working as a designer for a small project of .NET web application where it was
hosted on a local server with continuous integration TFS(Team Foundation Server).
Making the website User friendly and Mobile Friendly with bootstrap, and some tweakings.

 Education
 - BS-SE (Bachelors in Software Engineering) (2012)

City University of Science and Information Technology
CGPA: 2.92

- MS-SE (2017)
Abasyn University
CGPA: 3.54

 General Skills
− Proficient with written and spoken English.
− Basic knowledge of Adobe Photoshop, Balsamiq.
− Competent with MS Office.

 
 Professional Profile

− Highly organized and dedicated, with a positive attitude.
− Able to handle multiple assignments under high pressure and consistently meet tight deadlines.
− Strong analytical and problem solving capabilities.
− Ability to work in diverse environments; especially in a team environment.
− Positive can do attitude.

 Additional
− Video Games, Music, Chess, Indoor

 Reference
Will be Provided on request.
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